
See, I am doing a new thing!

Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?

I am making a way in the wilderness

and streams in the wasteland.

(Isaiah 43:19 NIV)
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Saturday was silent.

The disciples were in hiding. Palm leaves littered empty streets like 
tumbleweeds straight out of an old Western. The faithful filled the vacuum 
with quiet sobs and loud weeping. The Messiah and King, spoken about in the 
prophecy of Zechariah, who rode triumphantly into Jerusalem on a donkey just 
a week before, laid motionless in His grave.

The nails that were driven into the hands and feet of Israel’s savior might have 
been dislodged from His lifeless body, but the nail that pierced the heart of a 
nation hardly moved an inch.

All hope was lost. The only flicker of redemption - smothered.

Then on the third… The Son of God opened His eyes and rose again.

  My New Beginning At Eagles Communications

  I remember walking into the Eagles Center for my first day on  
  the job like it was yesterday. 

  I walked in with great hesitation; careful and uncharacteristic  
  of the go-getter I usually am. I was worried and confused.  
  There was no gleam in my eye; no skip in my step. I had  
  no confidence or joy. I walked in - a shell of my former self -  
  hollow and… humbled. 
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For someone who prides himself on getting the job done, I failed miserably at 
my previous company. Missed deadlines; over-promising and under-delivering; 
burnout because of poor time management; my stubbornness, pride and ego 
kept me from being teachable and hungry to learn. 

To put it simply, I was a nightmare of an employee - I could not deliver and I 
thought I was the best thing since sliced bread!

Filled with despair and disappointment, I slumped onto the couch in the 
pantry and uttered a little prayer, “I messed up, God. Help me.” Then a peace 
came over me as if God spoke in the silence of my fearful heart, “Despite your 
failures, I would choose you all over again.”

Meekly, and choking back tears, I responded as a man with nothing to lose, 
“For you, Lord, I will go again.”

New Beginnings: The Good, Bad and Ugly

For some of us, like me at the start of my tenure with Eagles Communications, 
we dread the uncertainty that comes with the shifting sands of change. 

Like the gripping pangs of anxiety that accompany thoughts of inadequacy 
from a first-time parent holding their newborn or the helplessness and 
hopelessness of carrying on with life after the devastating loss of a loved one.

For others, we crave the shiver of something new. 

The beauty and brilliance of the rising sun at the dawn of a new day or the 
little snowflake that melts into the warmth of your palm during first snow; 
the kindliness of a stranger-turned-friend in a foreign land or the vows of 
commitment made between soon-to-be newlyweds.

Despite the good, bad or ugly, beginnings are as beautiful as they are powerful 
and liberating. 

“Despite your failures, I would

choose you all over again.”
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The God Of New Beginnings: The Resurrection

As Jesus rose again, heaven rejoiced. 

To a follower of Jesus, the resurrection is the bedrock of our hope. The miracle 
of the resurrection gives us the living hope of Christ; the hope that all things 
will be made new and that we have a reason for living. 

Christian songwriter Stuart Towend describes the hope of the resurrection in 
the hymn “See, What A Morning”. He writes:

“One with the Father, Ancient of Days,
Through the Spirit

Who clothes faith with certainty,
Honor and blessing, glory and praise

To the King crowned
With power and authority!

And we are raised with Him,
Death is dead, love has won

Christ has conquered;
And we shall reign with Him,

For He lives, Christ is risen from the dead!”

Our financial woes might plague us in economic turmoil; relationships soured 
and found in disrepair because of selfish ambition. Perhaps, our mental 
health has plummeted as we continue to endure harsh realities. Maybe the 
consequences of our stupidity has left us paralyzed and without options. 

Yet, there is nothing that brings God more joy than restoring flawed men and 
women into wholeness and a new life because of the cross of Christ. 

As the year 2023 kicks into full swing, I hope that you come to see that a 
new beginning with the God of new beginnings is a personal invitation to a 
relationship with Him. Through His grace, we can start again - afresh and anew. 

It is never too late to come to Him. 

After all, He is in the business of making broken lives beautiful.
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MINISTRY HIGHLIGHTS

On December 9 to 11, 2022, over 20 mentors and participants of the Younger 
Leader Development Program (YLDP) gathered in Bangkok, Thailand.

Held at the Sindhorn Midtown Hotel, the theme of this retreat centered around 
the topic of self-love.

The retreat featured numerous movement workshops, facilitated coaching 
sessions, and self-reflective discussions amongst participants hailing from 
countries all over Southeast Asia.

Said YLDP Chair Mr Abel Teh: “Self-love is not selfish. When we learn to love 
ourselves, we learn to love our neighbors better.”

EAGLES VANTAGEPOINT JAN 2023

Here are some things our participants learned over the course of the three- 
day retreat:
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Scan to watch the 
highlight video

Thai participant Kris Krishnakan shared: “There are a lot of qualities in ourselves 
that should be appreciated… I have learned that it is my responsibility to take 
self-love more seriously by embracing God’s love because outside of God’s love 
you cannot love yourself properly.”

Another Thai delegate, Suphaon Rachatanich, learned that God loves her just 
as she is.

“I learned that we do not need to meet any standard before we can receive 
love. We can be who we are and God loves us this way. We don’t need to prove, 
or change, or fix something before you can start thinking “I am good enough” 
to receive love from God, other friends or from yourself.”

Malaysian participant Nicole Leong shared: “I learned that loving yourself 
doesn’t mean that you are weak. By loving yourself, you get stronger. And 
when you are stronger, you can make a bigger impact.”

The current cohort will meet again this coming February in Manila for 
graduation. We would like to thank you all for your generosity and for sowing 
into the next generation of leaders!



Grace, Mercy and Peace to one and all!

What started as an evolving experiment in the late 
1960s with rebellious schoolboys has remained an 
ever-exciting exploration of God’s goodness.

From sharing their faith with fellow high school 
students to reaching tens of thousands at outreach 
rallies - little has changed. 

What has and will always be is a spontaneous 
response to God’s mercy, an instinct to share the 
joys of His grace and the proclivity to proclaim the 
hope of His promises. 

In Transformation 55, as Eagles Communications 
celebrates 55 years of ministry, may you all 
experience a blast from the past through stories of 
transformed hearts and lives. 

To fail and fall, to be forgiven and restored, to rise 
and serve. For the King and His Kingdom, in this life 
and the one to come. 

We hope you will be inspired by the God who makes 
broken lives beautiful. 

In His Transforming Love,

Eagles Communications 
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MEETING GOD
IN THE SILENCE

Story of Abel Teh

Silence - at times golden, sometimes deafening. 

For Mr Abel Teh, Managing Director of Loongsyn Sdn 
Bhd, silence is space. 

“Silence means creating room to tend to yourself, 
your emotions and your inner struggles,” said Abel. 
“Without the ‘rest note’ in a musical score, a musical 
piece becomes pure noise… silence is a space for us 
to rest and be in communion with God.”

Yet, it has not always been the case for the second 
generation owner of Loongsyn Sdn Bhd. It all started 
at a silent retreat in Chiang Mai years ago.

“My dad called me up while I was at Emerging Leaders 
Development Program (ELDP) to ask if I wanted to 
go for a silent retreat,” chuckled Abel who explained 
that Eagles Communications played a little part in his 
pursuit of silence. 

“Since I was already in Chiang Mai for ELDP, I decided 
to go for the silent retreat which was happening a 
day after. Since that retreat, I have struggled and 
tasted the Lord in a deeper and more profound way. 
I learned to enjoy Him in my daily life and not just in 
my retreats.”

Besides being a business owner, Abel is also a 
dedicated husband and newly-minted father to 
baby Elliott.

Abel and his dad, Albert

Abel and his son Elliott
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Admitting that the demands of work and pressures of 
fatherhood can be overwhelming, Abel shared, “The 
presence of God is with us everywhere whether you 
are asleep or at work.

“We do not only experience God on Sundays. Once 
you experience God in the quiet of your everyday life, 
you cannot imagine living a life without Him. 

“When we learn to be silent, we learn to 
listen. Have you ever noticed that silent and listen are 
spelt with the same letters?”

Food for thought this year: 
Without the “rest note” in a musical score, a 
musical piece becomes pure noise. Will you 
take short pauses a few times throughout 
your day to be grateful?
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